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"domestication" of a newly discovered spirit; they
are also part of communal labor such as felling
trees or hauling logs and are also performed in
many casual or even solitary settings. Drums are
used singly or in various combinations to accompany different secular dance forms; to announce, supervise and comment on the proceedings of large public council meetings; and to
communicate with each kind of possession god,
with other deities and spirits, and with the ancestors. And there are other musical instruments as
well - bells and wooden trumpets, a stringed
instrument made with a gourd, and "finger
pianos."
Finally, the verbal arts - folk tales, play languages, proverbs, speeches made by possessed
mediums, oratory and prayer- employ a wide
range of styles based on everyday languages, and
they keep alive a large number of distinctive esoteric languages used only in special ritual settings.
In general, Maroons expect all these activities to be practiced and discussed by the entire
population - in contrast to many African societies, where only certain individuals are trained
to be artists, and where critics may also play a
specialized role. The most important cultural
division is gender-related; men's and women's
arts are distinctive in their tools, media and decorative styles. At least until recently, all Maroon
men were adept at carving a wide range of wooden objects as gifts for women - from canoes and
house fronts to combs and food stirrers - and
all women produced elaborate patchwork and
embroidered textiles to be worn by men. Even
today, this pattern of general artistic exchange
helps shape relations between men and women
for most of the Maroon population.
When Maroons talk about art, which they
do often, they almost invariably refer in some
way to its central role in social life- to artfullydesigned objects presented at a birth ceremony
or at a ritual marking adulthood, to beautifully
decorative textiles draped on the gabled coffin at
a dignitary's funeral rites, to the art objects
exchanged to mark the establishment and continuation of a marriage, to the gifts given to help
celebrate a man's return from long-term wage
labor at the coast, and so forth. People rarely
comment on a woodcarving without referring to
the maker, to the woman for whom it was made,
and to details of their relationship at the
moment he presented it to her.
Many visitors to Suriname have understood
Maroon arts less in the context of their contem-
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porary social setting than in the context of their
African roots. The villages of the rainforest have
often been seen as a "little Africa in America"
and Maroon arts as direct "African survivals."
The title of one article in a 1939 issue of Natural
History magazine promised a description of
"Africa's Lost Tribes in South America" in the
form of "an on-the-spot account of blood-chilling
African rites of 200 years ago preserved intact in
the jungles of South America by a tribe of runaway slaves." More recent visitors have even
claimed that Maroons have maintained a society
"that is 'more African' than much of Africa is
today." Behind this view lies the myth that socalled primitive societies exist outside of history,
changing only when other, "more advanced"
societies impinge on them and erode their "traditional way of life."
In fact, non-Western societies differ enormously in their attitudes toward change and in
the amount of internal dynamism that characterizes their cultural life. The societies of the Suriname Maroons, like the vast majority of societies
in West and Central Africa, have always been
highly dynamic. Art historical research in
archives, museums and the villages of the Suriname interior has demonstrated conclusively the
high value Maroons place on creativity, innovation and artistic development from one generation to the next. Far from being static leftovers
from 17th-century Africa, Maroon art has continually developed as its makers played and experimented with their ancestral heritage , adapting it
creatively to their changing lives.
We know that the original Maroons produced little decorative woodcarving or textiles;
their clothing was extremely simple and their
houses and furnishings were largely unembellished. It was only over time that the relatively
crude woodcarving of the mid-19th century
evolved into a beautiful 20th-century art that has
struck many outsiders as "African-looking." And
the multi-colored Maroon narrow-strip textiles
that so closely resemble West African kente cloth
were invented only during the present century as
a replacement for a very different textile art formerly embroidered by Maroon women in red,
white, and black or navy. Paints, introduced in a
few conservative colors some 100 years ago, have
since come to play a central role among the eastern Maroons. And calabashes, which until the
mid-19th century were decorated only on the
outside surfaces by men, began to be carved on
the insides by women, who used new tools and
produced an entirely new decorative style.

A Saramaka man in Asind66po displays a decorated rattle used to accompany songs for forest
spirits. In front of him are two carved apinti
drums. Photo by Diana Baird N'Diaye

A young Saramaka woman, Fandolina, braids the
hair of her friend Doisimoni in Asind66po. The name
of this particular hairstyle, goon uwii, likens it to a
cultivated field. Photo by Diana Baird N'Diaye

In light of this history of change, how does
one explain the visible resemblances between
the arts of the Maroons and those of the peoples
of West and Central Mrica? If stylistic developments have repeatedly led Maroon arts in new
directions, then how has the cultural legacy of
Mrica been expressed in Maroon art over the
centuries? The answer lies more in the continuity of Mrican aesthetic ideas than in the direct
transmission of Mrican artistic forms from one
generation to the next. The early Maroons were
not in a position to continue such Mrican traditions as weaving and ivory carving, but they did
succeed in carrying on many of the fundamental
ideas that underlie the style and meaning of
those arts in Mrica- ideas about symmetry,
color contrast, and syncopation, and above all,
the principal understanding that art has a place
in all aspects of daily life.
Even under the harshly repressive conditions
of slavery and during the century-long period of
guerrilla warfare against the Dutch colonists, the
Maroons still found opportunities for storytelling, dancing, drumming and singing. They
made aesthetic choices about the way they
walked, carried their babies and wore their hair.
They expressed preferences in the arrangement
of their household furnishings, the layout of
their gardens, and in the way they mended their

clothes, served their meals, and in countless
other aspects of daily life. These expressive forms
did not require the specific resources of more
formally elaborated artistic media, and in this
way, aesthetic ideas were passed on and applied
inventively to the changing artistic materials
available to each generation. Forged in an inhospitable rainforest by people under constant
threat of annihilation, the arts of the Suriname
Maroons stand as enduring testimony to MricanAmerican resilience and creativity. They reflect
the remarkable vitality of the Maroon artistic
imagination, an especially exuberant expression
of the rich and extensive system of Mrican cultural ideas.
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